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Abstract
ALBA requires a diagnostic system, where mainly include the temperature acquisition around the facility, such as tunnel, service area, experimental area, laboratories and auxiliary facilities. There is a big area to be covered and the location of the sensors may not be fixed, those measurement spots require a strong correlation to the machine startup configuration. This has an impact on the size whether a traditional wired installation is used, due the huge of measurement points to be covered; in addition, the restricted machine access schedule makes difficult their installation. In this paper we intend to describe one solution based on ESP8266 system-on-a-chip (SoC).

INTRODUCTION
The ALBA Equipment Protection Systems (EPS) is a homogeneous system based on B&R PLCs distributed system independent of from the Tango Control System [1] and became a versatile system that has been adapted for interlock, diagnostic acquisition and motion and collision control in both, accelerators and beamlines.

EPS system is under continuous improvement, these are the most significant changes [2]:
- Upgraded to use Powerlink version 2.
- Implemented the possibility to have differential temperature interlock.
- The 512 storage ring temperatures are treated as interlock, for that reason there are no temperatures for diagnostics.
- Adding more temperatures for diagnostics will require an upgrade of the current PLC infrastructure, which will consume a lot of intervention time inside the tunnel and high economic cost.

These are the characteristics that were taken into account for the study and evaluation of the different solutions:
- Price
- Wireless communication
- Hardware and software complexity.
- Documentation.

HARDWARE

ESP8266
ESP8266 [3] is a system-on-a-chip (SoC) based on a 32-bit RISC CPU at 80 MHz equipped with 64 KB (code) + 96 KB (data) of RAM. It features 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi-802.11 b/g/n with full TCP/IP stack, 16 general purpose input/output (GPIO), one 10-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC), Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C), Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI), UART, Integrated Interchip Sound (I2S), pulse-width modulation (PWM). Its price is ~10 euros.

Raspberry Pi
The Raspberry Pi family [4] is a series of small single-board computer (SBC). The Raspberry Pi 3 is bundled with on-board WiFi 802.11n, Bluetooth 4.1. It has 46 GPIO, I2C, I2S, SPI, UART, pulse-code modulation (PCM), PWM, USB 2.0 ports, 10/100 Ethernet port. The CPU is a 1.1 GHz ARM with 1GB of RAM. Its price is ~40 euros.

Xbee
Xbee is a family [5] of form factor compatible radio modules based on the IEEE 802.15.4-2003 (ZigBee) standard designed for point-to-point and star communications at over-the-air baud rates of 250 kbit/s. The Xbee Pro S2B includes 10 GPIO, 4 10-bit ADC, UART, SPI, PWM. Its price is ~30 euros.

Proof of Concept for ALBA
The three types of hardware evaluated are too different between applications. The most oriented to the industrial application is the Xbee, for that reason we implemented two systems: the first one to measure temperature inside the tunnel with a PT100 sensor, and the second one to measure a high current on CIRCE beamline, but, as they require a coordinator for each one, the cost of the components was ~400 euros and the configuration and installation is not friendly for the user. The Raspberry Pi is a powerful board, but the configuration of the operating system (OS) is more complex to use it as standalone device without monitor, keyboard, etc. The ESP8266 suits [6, 7, 8], as first proposal, to test a wireless diagnostic system. Hardware and software configuration is done in the laboratory and the installation will be carried on by the users, without any support of the computing section. The low cost and the reusability are the strengths of this chip.

ESP8266 FIRMWARE
To implement the firmware we used the Arduino framework [9, 10]. The main goal of the firmware is to be object oriented, to be more scalable, and reusable. The code is divided on three groups of classes: communication, sensors and helpers. The main loop of the program implements a telnet server based on ASCII commands, these commands are verified and processed by the communication classes.
Sensors

The sensors classes inherit from the BasicSensor class which is used on all functions; the polymorphism abstracts the temperature reading of each type of sensor. The BasicSensor class implements a linear correction and checks if the temperatures are inside the working range. The UML class diagram is showed on Figure 1.

In the first iteration to implement a device as remote sensor, we used two type of sensors, TC74(I2C) [11] and Max31855(SPI) [12], and the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) as a temperature sensor. The typical temperature sensors at Alba are thermocouples, for that reason we select the chip Max31855 which allows to read different types of thermocouples, the board used on the test is MAX31855PMB1 [13] (Figure 2).

The ESP8266 has 16 pins which are used for communication, programming and power. One requirement of the project is to have sensors per controller, for that reason we expanded the GPIOs by using the chip PCF8574CS [14] (Figure 3).

CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION

We developed a python library (esp8266ARS) which implements the control of the ESP device in a friendly way. It has the TemperatureSensors class which generates dynamic temperatures attributes for each connected sensor to the ESP device and underpinning the other components of the software. In addition, it provides a basic bash script (see Figure 5) to read all the sensors and state of the device and it state.

```bash
$> esp8266ARS 192.168.1.73
NrSensor: 2
T1: 25.4
T2: 27.0
Device State: ‘OK’ ‘All sensors are in range’
Device is finding: False
```

To use the python library is really easy as you can see on Figure 6:

```python
>> from esp8266ARS import TemperatureSensor
>> dev = TemperatureSensor('192.168.1.35')
>> dev.T1
32.8
>> dev.state
OK; Finding False;
```

A Tango Device Server is the interface to the archiving system, alarm system [15], web report [16] and the Taurus widgets. The tango device uses dynamic generation of the
temperatures by the library and creates an attribute for each one. This functionality allows to the user change the number of sensor on the hardware without changing any configuration of tango device. The device server exports only one device which has as properties the host IP (see Figure 7) of the hardware and the port used for the communication, by default, the port 23 is used.

Figure 7: Jive views of the devices tree.

FUTURE ROADMAP

The next targets for the project are:

- Do stress test inside the tunnel.
- Implement 4-20mA inputs.
- Implement analog inputs +/- 10V.
- Test MicroPython: evaluate micro-python allows us to reuse more the code to other devices.

CONCLUSION

The entire system design had as main premises being functional and economic. From the beginning, a special attention was paid to cost and effectiveness.

Next step will be to produce some devices with 4 thermocouples sensors per unit to be used by accelerators and beamlines groups, with the main goal to do a punctual diagnostic and without the cost on installation time and equipment on the EPS system. This first diagnostic allows them to identify the future sensors installation on the EPS system.

In the future scope this kind of technology can be used to monitor several kind of sensors.
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